ABSTRACT

Automated test generation tools have been widely investigated with the goal of reducing the cost of testing activities. However, generated tests have been shown not to help developers in detecting and finding more bugs even though they reach higher structural coverage compared to manual testing. The main reason is that generated tests are difficult to understand and maintain. Our paper proposes an approach, coined TestDescriber, which automatically generates test case summaries of the portion of code exercised by each individual test, thereby improving understandability. We argue that this approach can complement the current techniques around automated unit test generation or search-based techniques designed to generate a possibly minimal set of test cases. In evaluating our approach we found that (1) developers find twice as many bugs, and (2) test case summaries significantly improve the comprehensibility of test cases, which is considered particularly useful by developers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is a key activity of software development and software quality assurance in particular. However, it is also expensive, with overall testing consuming as much as 50% of overall project effort [8, 36], and programmers spending a quarter of their work time on developer testing [6].

Several search-based techniques and tools [16, 21, 40] have been proposed to reduce the time developers need to spend on testing by automatically generating a (possibly minimal) set of test cases with respect to a specific test coverage criterion [11, 21, 25, 28, 41, 43, 51, 54]. These research efforts produced important results: automatic test case generation allows developers to (i) reduce the time and cost of the testing process [5, 11, 13, 54]; to (ii) achieve higher code coverage when compared to the coverage obtained through manual testing [10, 22, 41, 43, 51]; to (iii) find violations of automated oracles (e.g. undeclared exceptions) [16, 21, 22, 35, 40].

Despite these undisputed advances, creating test cases manually is still prevalent in software development. This is partially due to the fact that professional developers perceive generated test cases as hard to understand and difficult to maintain [18, 44]. Indeed, a recent study [23, 24] reported that developers spend up to 50% of their time understanding and analyzing the output of automatic tools. As a consequence, automatically generated tests do not improve the ability of developers to detect faults when compared to manual testing [12, 23, 24]. Recent research has challenged the assumption that structural coverage is the only goal to optimize [1, 56], showing that when systematically improving the readability of the code composing the generated tests, developers tend to prefer the improved tests and were able to perform maintenance tasks in less time (about 14%) and at the same level of accuracy [18]. However, there is no empirical evidence that such readability improvements produce tangible results in terms of the number of bugs actually found by developers.

This paper builds on the finding that readability of test cases is a key factor to optimize in the context of automated test generation. However, we conjecture that the quality of the code composing the generated test cases (e.g., input parameters, assertions, etc.) is not the only factor affecting their comprehensibility. For example, consider the unit test test0 in Figure 1, which was automatically generated for the target class Option2. From a bird’s-eye view, the code of the test is pretty short and simple: it contains a constructor and two assertions calling get methods. However, it is difficult to tell, without reading the contents of the target class, (i) what is the behavior under test, (ii) whether the generated assertions are correct, (iii) which if-conditions are eventually traversed when executing the test (coverage). Thus, we need a solution that helps developers to quickly understand both tests and code covered.

Paper contribution. To handle this problem, our paper proposes an approach, coined TestDescriber, which is designed to automatically generate summaries of the portion of code exercised by each individual test case to pro-
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1The test case has been generated using Evosuite [21].
2The class Option has been extracted from the apache commons library.
vide a dynamic view of the class under test (CUT). We argue that applying summarization techniques to test cases does not only help developers to have a better understanding of the code under test, but it can also be highly beneficial to support developers during bug fixing tasks, improving their bug fixing performance. This leads us to our first research question:

RQ1: How do test case summaries impact the number of bugs fixed by developers?

Automatically generated tests are not immediately consumable since the assertions might reflect an incorrect behavior if the target class is faulty. Hence, developers should manually check the assertions for correctness and possibly add new tests if they think that some parts of the target classes are not tested. This leads us to our second research question:

RQ2: How do test case summaries impact developers to change test cases in terms of structural and mutation coverage?

The contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:
- we introduced TestDescriber a novel approach to automatically generate natural language summaries of JUnit test cases and the portion of the target classes they are going to test;
- we conducted an empirical study involving 30 human participants from both industry and academia to investigate the impact of test summaries on the number of bugs that can be fixed by developers when assisted by automated test generation tools;
- we make publicly available a replication package with (i) material and working data sets of our study, (ii) complete results of the survey; and (iii) rawdata for replication purposes and to support future studies.

2. THE TESTDESCRIBER APPROACH

This section details the TestDescriber approach.

2.1 Approach Overview

Figure 2 depicts the proposed TestDescriber approach, which is designed to generate automatically summaries for test cases leveraging (i) structural coverage information and (ii) existing approaches on code summarization. In particular, TestDescriber generates summaries for the portion of code exercised by each individual test case, thus, providing a dynamic view of the code under test. We notice that unlike TestDescriber, existing approaches on code summarization [19, 20, 34, 37, 48] generate static summaries of source code without taking into account which part of the code is exercised during test case execution. Our approach consists of four steps: (1) Test Case Generation, (2) Test Coverage Analysis, (3) Summary Generation, and (4) Summary Aggregation. In the first step, namely Test Case Generation, we generate test cases using Evosuite [21]. In the second step Test Coverage Analysis, TestDescriber identifies the code exercised by each individual test case generated in the previous step. To detect the executed lines of code we rely on Cobertura a tool based on jcoverage. The goal of this step is to collect the information that will be summarized in the next steps, such as the list of statements tested by each test case, the used class attributes, the used parameters and the covered conditional statements etc. During the step Summary Generation, TestDescriber takes the collected information and generates a set of summaries at different levels of granularity: (i) a global description of the class under test, (ii) a global description of each test case, (iii) a set of fine-grained descriptions of each test case (describing for example statements and/or branch executed by the test case). Finally, during the Summary Aggregation step the extracted information and/or descriptions are added to the original test suite. An example of tests summaries generated by TestDescriber, for the test case showed in Figure 1, which tests the Java Class Option of the system Apache Commons CLI, can be found in Figure 3. The complete example of generated test suite for such class is available online.

2.2 Test Suite Generation

Researchers have proposed several methods capable of automatically generating test input based on the source code of the program under test based on different search strategies, such as genetic algorithms [21, 41], symbolic execution [10], etc. Among them, we have selected Evosuite [24], a tool that automatically generates JUnit test cases with JUnit assertions for classes written in Java code. Internally, Evosuite uses a genetic algorithm to evolve candidate test suites (individuals) according to the chosen coverage criterion where the search is guided by a fitness function [21], which considers all the test targets (e.g., branches, statements, etc.) at the same time. In order to make the test cases produced more concise and understandable, at the end of the search process the best test suite is post-processed to reduce its size while preserving the maximum coverage achieved. The final step of this post-processing consists of adding test assertions, i.e., statements that check the outcome of the test code. These assertions are generated using a mutation-based heuristic [25], which adds all possible assertions and then selects the minimal subset of those able to reveal mutants injected in the code. Consequently, the final test suite serves
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as starting point for a tester, who has to manually revise the assertions. It is important to note that the use of Evosuite is not mandatory in this phase of the TestDescriber, indeed, it is possible to rely on other existing tools such as Randoo
d to generate test cases. However, we select Evosuite since (1) it generates minimal test cases with the minimal set of test assertions reaching high structural coverage [23, 24] and (2) it reached top-2 in last 3 SBST tool competitions.

2.3 Test Coverage Analysis

Once the test cases are generated, TestDescriber relies on Cobertura, to find out which statements and branches are tested by each individual test case. However, with the aim at generating tests summaries for the covered information we need more fine-grained information regarding the code elements composing each covered statement, such as attributes, method calls, the conditions delimiting the traversed branches, etc. In the next step TestDescriber extracts keywords from the identifier names of such code elements, to build the main textual corpus required for generating the coverage summaries. Therefore, on top of Cobertura we built a parser based on JavaParser to collect the following information after the execution of each test case: (i) the list of attributes and methods of the CUT directly or indirectly invoked by the test case; (ii) for each invoked method our parser collects all the statements executed, the attributes/variables used and calls to other methods of the CUT; (iii) the Boolean values of branch decisions in the if-statements to derive which conditions are verified when covering a specific true/false branch of the CUT. The output of this phase is represented by the list of fine-grained code elements and the lines of code covered by each test case.

2.4 Summary Generation

The goal of this step is to provide to the software developer a higher-level view of which portion of the CUT each test case is going to test. To generate this view, TestDescriber extracts natural language phrases from the underlying covered statements by implementing the well known Software Word Usage Model (SWUM) proposed by Hill et al. [30]. The basic idea of SWUM is that actions, themes, and any secondary arguments can be derived from an arbitrary portion of code by making assumptions about different Java naming conventions, and using these assumptions to link linguistic information to programming language structure and semantics. Indeed, method signatures (including class name, method name, type, and formal parameters) and field signatures (including class name, type, and field name) usually contain verbs, nouns, and prepositional phrases that can be expanded in order to generate readable natural language sentences. For example, verbs in method names are considered by SWUM as the actions while the theme (i.e., subjects and objects) can be found in the rest of the name, the formal parameters, and then the class name.

Pre-processing. Before identifying the linguistic elements composing the covered statements of the CUT, we split the identifier names into component terms using the Java camel case convention [30, 48], which splits words based on capital letters, underscores, and numbers. Then, we expand abbreviations in identifiers and type names using both (i) an external dictionary of common short forms for English words [45] and (ii) a more sophisticated technique called contextual-based expansion [29], that searches the most appropriate expansion for a given abbreviation (contained in class and method identifiers).

Part-of-speech tagging. Once the main terms are extracted from the identifier names, TestDescriber uses LanguageTool 10, a Part-of-speech (POS) tagger to derive which terms are verbs (actions), nouns (themes) and adjectives. Specifically, LanguageTool is an open-source Java library that provides a plethora of linguistic tools (e.g., spell checker, POS tagger, translator, etc.) for more than 20 different languages. The output of the POS tagging is then used to determine whether the names (of method or attribute) should be treated as Noun Phrases (NP), Verb Phrases (VP), and Prepositional Phrases (PP) [30]. According to the type of phrase, we used a set of heuristics similar to the ones used by Hill et al. [30] and Sridhara et al. [48] to generate natural language sentences using the pre-processed and POS tagged variables, attributes and signature methods.

Summary Generation. Starting from the noun, verb and prepositional phrases, TestDescriber applies a template-based strategy [34, 48] to generate summaries. This strategy consists of using pre-defined templates of natural language sentences that are filled with the output of SWUM, i.e., the pre-processed and tagged source code elements in covered statements. TestDescriber creates three different types of summaries at different levels of abstractions: (i) a general description of the CUT, which is generated during a specific sub-step of the Summary Generation called Class Level Summarization; (ii) a brief summary of the structural code coverage scores achieved by each individual JUnit test method; (iii) a fine grained description of the statement composing each JUnit test method in order to describe the flow of operations performed to test the CUT. These fine-grained descriptions are generated during two different sub-steps of the Summary Generation: the Fine-grained Statements Summarization and the Branch Covered Summarization. The first sub-step provides a summary for the statements in the JUnit test methods, while the latter describes the if-statements traversed in the executed path of the CUT.

Class Level Summarization. The focus of this step is to give to a tester a quick idea of the responsibility of the class under test. The generated summary is especially useful when the class under test is not well commented/documented. To this end we implemented an approach similar to the one proposed by Moreno et al. in [37] for summarizing Java classes. Specifically, Moreno et al. defined a heuristics based approach for describing the class behavior based on the most relevant methods, the superclass and class interfaces, and the role of the class within the system. Differently, during the Class Level Summarization we focus on the single CUT by considering only its interface and its attributes, while a more detailed description of its methods and its behaviour is constructed later during the sub-step Fine-grained Statements Summarization. Specifically, during this sub-step are considered only the lines executed by each test case using the coverage information as base data to describe the CUT behavior. Figure 3 shows an example of summary (in orange) generated during the Class Level Summarization phase for the class Option.java. With this summary the developer has the possibility to have a quick understanding of the CUT.
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scribing the coverage score is depicted in Figure 3 (in yellow).

An example of summary generated by TestDescriber for de-

scribing the coverage score is depicted in Figure 3 (in yellow).

Test Method Summarization. This step is responsible for generating a general description of the statement coverage scores achieved by each JUnit test method. This description is extracted by leveraging the coverage information provided by Cobertura to fill a predefined template. An example of summary generated by TestDescriber for describing the coverage score is depicted in Figure 3 (in yellow): before each JUnit test method (test0 in the example) TestDescriber adds a comment regarding the percentage of statements covered by the given test method independently from all the other test methods in TestOption. This type of description allows to identify the contribution of each test method to the final structural coverage score. In the future we plan to complement the statement coverage describing further coverage criteria (e.g. branch or mutation coverage).

Fine-grained Statement Summarization. As described in Section 2.3 TestDescriber extracts the fine-grained list of code elements (e.g. methods, attributes, local variables) composing each statement of the CUT covered by each JUnit test method. This information is provided as input to the Fine-grained Statements Summarization step, thus, TestDescriber performs the following three steps: (i) parses all the instructions contained in a test method; (ii) it uses the SWUM methodology for each instruction and determines which kind of operation the considered statement is performing (e.g. if it declares a variable, it uses a constructor/method of the class, it uses specific assertions etc.) and which part of the code is executed; and (iii) it generates a set of customized natural-language sentences depending on the selected kind of instructions. To perform the first two steps, it assigns each statement to one of the following categories:

- **Constructor of the class.** A constructor typically implies the instantiation of an object, which is the implicit action/verb, with some properties (parameters).
- **Action/Verb.** This step defines the test oracle (e.g. assertEquals, assertFalse, notEquals etc) defines the type of test, while the input parameters represent respectively (i) the expected and (ii) the actual behavior. Therefore, the template for an assertion statement is defined by the (pre-processed) assertion name itself and the value(s) passed (and verified) as parameter(s) to the assertion. Figure 3 reports two examples of descriptions generated for assertion methods where one of the input parameters is a method call, e.g., .get(key ) (the summary is reported in line 23 and highlighted in green).

- **Method calls.** A method implements an operation and typically begins with a verb [30] which defines the main action while the method caller and the parameters determine theme and secondary arguments. Again, the linguistic elements identified after pre-processing and POS tagging are used to fill natural language templates specific for method calls. More precisely, the summarizer is able to notice if the result of a method call is assigned as value to a local variable (assignment statement), thus, it adapts the description depending on the specific context. For particular methods, such as getters and setters, it uses ad-hoc templates that differ from the templates used for more general methods.

- **Assertion statements.** This step defines the test oracle and enables to test whether the CUT behaves as intended. In this case the name of an assertion method (e.g. assertEquals, assertFalse, notEquals etc) defines the type of test, while the input parameters represent respectively (i) the expected and (ii) the actual behavior. Therefore, the template for an assertion statement is defined by the (pre-processed) assertion name itself and the value(s) passed (and verified) as parameter(s) to the assertion. Figure 3 reports two examples of descriptions generated for assertion methods where one of the input parameters is a method call, e.g., .get(key ) (the summary is reported in line 23 and highlighted in green).

Branch Coverage Summarization. When a test method contains method/constructor calls, it is common that the test execution covers some if-conditions (branches) in the body of the called method/constructor. Thus, TestDescriber, after the Fine-grained Statements Summarization step, enriches the standard method call description with a summary describing the Boolean expressions of the if condition. Therefore, during the Branch Coverage Summarization step TestDescriber generates a natural language description for the tested if condition. When an if condition is composed of multiple Boolean expressions combined via Boolean operators, we generate natural language sentences for the individual expressions and combine them. Thus, during the Branch Coverage Summarization, we adapt the descriptions when an if-condition contains calls to other methods of the CUT. In the previous example reported in Figure 3, when executing the method call getKey() (line 27) for the object option0, the test method test0 covers the false branch of the if-condition if (opt == null), i.e., it verifies that option0 is not null. In Figure 3 the lines 24, 25 and 26, (highlighted in red) represent the summary generated during the Branch Coverage Summarization for the method call getKey().

2.5 Summary Aggregation

The Information Aggregator is in charge of enriching the original JUnit test class with all the natural language summaries and descriptions provided by the summary generator. The summaries are presented as different block and inline comments: (i) the general description of the CUT is added as a block comment before the declaration of the test class; (ii) the brief summaries of the statement coverage scores achieved by each individual JUnit test method is added as
counts the effective lines of source code, i.e., to learn complex algorithms without purely comments, braces and blanks [33]. For each class, we consider a faulty version with five injected faults generated using a mutation analysis tool, which selected the object systems are Apache Commons Primitives and MathJax that have been used in previous studies on search-based software testing [23, 24, 44]. Specifically, the object systems are Apache Commons Primitives and MathJax that have been used in previous studies on search-based software testing [23, 24, 44]. From these projects, we selected two Java classes: (i) Rational, which implements a list of primitive int values using an array, and (ii) ArrayIntList, which implements a list of primitive int values using an array. Table 1 details characteristics of the classes used in the experiment. eLOC counts the effective lines of source code, i.e., source lines without purely comments, braces and blanks [33]. For each class, we consider a faulty version with five injected faults available from previous studies [23, 24]. These faults were generated using a mutation analysis tool, which selected the five mutants (faults) more difficult to kill, i.e., the ones that can be detected by the lowest number of test cases [23, 24]. These classes are non-trivial, yet feasible to test within an hour; they do not require (i) to learn complex algorithms and (ii) to examine other classes in the same library [23].

To recruit participants, we sent e-mail invitations to our colleagues at the University of Zurich and at Delft University of Technology. Specifically, we provided to each participant different starting test cases. We assigned the tasks to the participants in order to have a balanced number of participants which test cases with the summaries compared to test cases without summaries. The perspective is of researchers interested in evaluating the effectiveness of automatic approaches for the test case summarization when applied in a practical testing and bug fixing scenario. We therefore designed our study to answer the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1 How do test case summaries impact the number of bugs fixed by developers? Our first objective is to verify whether developers are able to identify and fixing more faults when relying on automatically test cases enriched with summaries.

RQ2 How do test case summaries impact developers to change test cases in terms of structural and mutation coverage? The aim is assessing whether developers are more prone to change test cases to improve their structural coverage when the summaries are available.

3.2 Study Context

The context of our study consists of (i) objects, i.e., Java classes extracted from two Java open-source projects, and (ii) participants testing the selected objects, i.e., professional developers, researchers and students from the University of Zurich and the Delft University of Technology. Specifically, the object systems are Apache Commons Primitives and MathJax that have been used in previous studies on search-based software testing [23, 24, 44]. From these projects, we selected two Java classes: (i) Rational, which implements a list of primitive int values using an array, and (ii) ArrayIntList, which implements a list of primitive int values using an array. Table 1 details characteristics of the classes used in the experiment. eLOC counts the effective lines of source code, i.e., source lines without purely comments, braces and blanks [33]. For each class, we consider a faulty version with five injected faults available from previous studies [23, 24]. These faults were generated using a mutation analysis tool, which selected the five mutants (faults) more difficult to kill, i.e., the ones that can be detected by the lowest number of test cases [23, 24]. These classes are non-trivial, yet feasible to test within an hour; they do not require (i) to learn complex algorithms and (ii) to examine other classes in the same library [23].

To recruit participants, we sent e-mail invitations to our colleagues at the University of Zurich and at Delft University of Technology. Specifically, we provided to each participant different starting test cases. We assigned the tasks to the participants in order to have a balanced number of participants which test cases with the summaries compared to test cases without summaries. The perspective is of researchers interested in evaluating the effectiveness of automatic approaches for the test case summarization when applied in a practical testing and bug fixing scenario. We therefore designed our study to answer the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1 How do test case summaries impact the number of bugs fixed by developers? Our first objective is to verify whether developers are able to identify and fixing more faults when relying on automatically test cases enriched with summaries.

RQ2 How do test case summaries impact developers to change test cases in terms of structural and mutation coverage? The aim is assessing whether developers are more prone to change test cases to improve their structural coverage when the summaries are available.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

The experiment was executed offline, i.e., participants received the experimental material via an online Survey platform11 that we use to collect and to monitor time and activities. An example of survey sent to the participants can be found online12. Each participant received an experiment package, consisting of (i) a statement of consent, (ii) a pre-test questionnaire, (iii) instructions and materials to perform the experiment, and (iv) a post-test questionnaire. Before the study, we explained to participants what we expected them to do during the experiment: they were asked to perform two testing sessions, one for each faulty Java class. They could use the test suite (i.e., JUnit test cases) generated by EvoSuite to test the given classes and to fix the injected bugs. Each participant received two tasks: (i) one task included one Java class to test plus the corresponding generated JUnit test cases enriched WITH the summaries generated by TestDescriber; (ii) the second task consisted of a second Java class to test together with the corresponding generated JUnit test cases WITHOUT summaries.

The experimental material was prepared to avoid learning effects: each participant received two different Java classes for the two testing tasks; each participant received for the first task test cases enriched with corresponding summaries, while for the second task they received the cases without the summaries. We assigned the tasks to the participants in order to have a balanced number of participants which test (i) the first class with summaries followed by the second class without summaries; and (ii) the first class without summary followed by the second class with summaries. Since EvoSuite uses randomized search algorithms (i.e., each run generates a different set of test cases with different input parameters), we provided to each participant different starting test cases.

Before starting the experiment, each participant was asked to fill in the pre-study questionnaire reporting their programming and testing experience. After filling in the questionnaire, they could start the first testing task by opening tacks from industrial partners as well as to students and researchers from the Department of Computer Science at the University of Zurich and at Delft University of Technology. In total, we sent out 44 invitations (12 developers and 32 researchers). In the end, 30 subjects (67%) performed the experiment and sent their data back, see Table 2. Of them, 7 were professional developers from industry and 23 were students or senior researchers from the authors’ Computer Science Departments. All of the 7 professional developers have more than seven years of programming experience in Java (one of them more than 15 years). Among the 23 subjects from our departments, 2 were Bachelor’s students, 5 were Master’s students, 14 PhD students, and 2 senior researchers. Each participant had at least three years of prior experience with Java and the JUnit testing framework.

### Table 1: Java classes used as objects of our study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>eLOC</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Branches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commons Primitives</td>
<td>ArrayIntList</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathJax</td>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Experience of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming Experience</th>
<th>Absolute #</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the provided workspace in the Eclipse IDE. The stated goals were (i) to test the target class as much as possible, and (ii) to fix the bugs. Clearly, we did not reveal to the participants where the bugs were injected, nor the number of bugs injected in each class. In the instructions we accurately explain that the generated JUnit test cases are green since EvoSuite, as well as other modern test generation tools [16, 40], generate assertions that reflect the current behavior of the class [21]. Consequently, if the current behavior is faulty, the assertions reflect the incorrect behavior and, thus, must be checked and eventually corrected [23].

Therefore, participants were asked to start reading the available test suite, and to edit the test cases to (eventually) correct the assertions. They were also instructed to add new tests if they think that some parts of the target classes are not tested, as well as to delete tests they did not understand or like. In each testing session, participants were instructed to spend no more than 45 minutes for completing each task and to finish earlier if and only if (i) they believe that their test cases cover all the code and (ii) the found and fixed all the bugs. Following the experiment, subjects were required to fill in an exit survey we used for qualitative analysis and to collect feedback. In total, the duration of the experiment was two hours including completing the two tasks and filling in the pre-test and post-test questionnaires.

We want to highlight that we did not reveal to the participants the real goal of our study, which is to measure the extent test summaries impact their bug fixing ability. As well as we did not explain them that they received two different tasks one with and the other one without summaries. Even in the email invitations we use to recruit participants, we did not provide any detail to our goal but we used a more general motivation, which was to better understand the bug fixing practice of developers during their testing activities when relying on generated test cases.

3.4 Research Method

At the end of the experiment, each participant produced two artifacts for each task: (i) the test suite automatically generated by Evosuite, with possible fixes or edits by the participants, e.g., adding assertions to reveal faults; and (ii) the original (fixed) target class, i.e., without (some of) the injected bugs. We analyze the target classes provided by the participants in order to address RQ1: for each class we inspect the modifications applied by each participant in order to verify whether the modifications are correct (true bug fixing) or not. Thus, we counted the exact number of seeded bugs fixed by each participant to determine to what extent test summaries impact their bug fixing ability.

For RQ2 we computed several structural coverage metrics for each test suite produced when executed on the original classes, i.e., on the target classes without bugs [23, 24]. Specifically, we use Cobertura to collect statement, branch, and method coverage scores achieved. The mutation score was computed by executing the JUnit test suite using PIT13, a popular command line tool that automatically seeds a Java code generating mutants. Then, it runs the available tests and computes the resulting mutation score, i.e., the percentage of mutants detected by the test suites. As typical in mutation testing, a mutant is killed (covered) if the tests fail, otherwise if the tests pass then the mutation is not covered.

Once we have collected all the data, we used statistical tests to verify whether there is a statistical significant difference between the scores (e.g., the number of fixed bugs) achieved by participants when relying on tests with and without summaries. We employed non-parametric tests since the Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that neither the number of detected bugs, nor the coverage or mutation measures follow a normal distribution ($p \ll 0.01$). Hence, we used the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with a $p$-value threshold of 0.05. Significant $p$-values indicate that there is a statistical significant difference between the scores (e.g., number of fixed bugs) achieved by the two groups, i.e., by participants using test cases with and without summaries. In addition, we computed the effect-size of the observed differences using the Vargha-Delaney ($A_{12}$) statistic [52]. The Vargha-Delaney ($A_{12}$) statistic also classifies the obtained effect size values into four different levels (negligible, small, medium and large) that are easier to interpret. We also checked whether other co-factors, such as the programming experience, interact with the main treatment (test summaries) on the dependent variable (number of bugs fixed). This was done using a two-way permutation test [4], which is a non-parametric equivalent of the two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). We set the number of iterations of the permutation test procedure to 1,000,000 to ensure that results did not vary over multiple executions of the procedure [4].

Parameter Configuration. There are several parameters that control the performance in terms of structural coverage for Evosuite; in addition, there are different coverage criteria to optimize when generating test cases. We adopted the default parameter settings used by Evosuite [21], since a previous empirical study demonstrated [2] that the default values widely used in the literature give reasonably acceptable results. For the coverage criterion, we consider the default criterion, which is branch coverage, again similar to previous experiments [23, 24]. The only parameter that we changed is the running time: we run Evosuite for ten minutes in order to achieve the maximum branch coverage.

4. RESULTS

In the following, we report results of our study, with the aim of answering the research questions formulated in Section 3.

4.1 RQ1: Bug Fixing

Figure 4 depicts the box-plots of the number of bugs fixed by the participants, divided into the (i) target classes to fix and (ii) the availability of TestDescriber-generated summaries. The results indicate that for both tasks the number
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of bugs fixed is substantially higher when to the participants had test summaries at their disposal. Specifically, from Figure 4 we can observe that for the class ArrayIntList participants without TestDescriber summaries were able to correct and fix 2 out of 5 bugs (median value; 40% of injected bugs) and no participant was able to fix all the injected bugs. Vice versa, when we provided to the participants the TestDescriber summaries, the median number of bugs fixed is 3 bugs and about 30% of the the participants were able to fix all the bugs. This result represents an important improvement (+50% of bugs were fixed by participants) if we consider that in both the scenarios, WITH and WITHOUT summaries, the amount of time given to the participants was the same. Similarly, for Rational, when relying on test cases with summaries, the median number of bugs fixed is 4 out of 5 (80%) and 31% of participants were able to fix all the bugs. Vice versa, using test cases without summaries the participants fixed 2 bugs (median value). Hence, when using the summaries the participants were able to fix twice as many number of bugs (+100%) with respect to the scenario in which they were provided test cases without comments.

The results of the Wilcoxon test highlight that the use of TestDescriber summaries significantly improved the bug fixing performance of the participants in each target class achieving p-values of 0.014 and < 0.01 for ArrayIntList and Rational respectively (which are smaller than the significance level of 0.05). The Vargha-Delaney $\hat{A}_{12}$ statistic also reveals that the magnitude of the improvements is large for both target classes: the effect size is 0.76 and 0.78 for ArrayIntList and Rational respectively. Finally, we used the two-way permutation test to check whether the number of fixed bugs between the two groups (test cases with and without summaries) depends on and interacts with the participants’ programming experience, which can be a potential co-factor. The two-way permutation test reveals that (i) the number of bugs fixed is not significantly influenced by the programming experience (p-values $\in \{0.5736, 0.1372\}$) and (ii) there is no significant interaction between the programming experience and the presence of test case summaries (p-values $\in \{0.3865, 0.1351\}$). This means that all participants benefit from using the TestDescriber summaries, independent of their programming experience.

This finding is particularly interesting if we consider that Fraser et al. [23, 24] reported that there is no statistical difference between the number of bugs detected by developers when performing manual testing or using automatically generated test cases to this aim. Specifically, in our study we included (i) two of the classes Fraser et al. used in their experiments (ArrayIntList and Rational), and for them we (ii) considered the same set of injected bugs and (iii) we generated the test cases using the same tool. In this paper we show that the summaries generated by TestDescriber can significantly help developers in detecting and fixing bugs. However, a larger sample size (i.e., more participants) would be needed to compare the performances of participants when performing manual testing, i.e., when they are not assisted by automatic tools like Evosuite and TestDescriber at all. In summary, we can conclude that

\[ \text{RQ1} \text{ Using automatically generated test case summaries significantly helps developers to identify and fix more bugs.} \]

\[ \text{RQ2 Test case summaries do not influence how the developers manage the test cases in terms of structural coverage.} \]

<p>| Table 3: Statistics for the test suites edited by the participants for ArrayIntList |
|----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>$A_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Score</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table 4: Statistics for the test suites edited by the participants for Rational |
|----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>$A_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Cov.</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Score</td>
<td>With</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.69 (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 RQ2: Test Case Management

To answer RQ2, we verify whether there are other measurable features instead of the test case summaries the might have influenced the results of RQ1. To this aim, Tables 3 and 4 summarise the structural coverage scores achieved by the test suite produced by human participants during the experiment. As we can see from Table 3 there is no substantial difference in terms of structural coverage achieved by the test suites produced by participants with and without test case summaries for ArrayIntList. Specifically, method, branch and statement coverage are almost identical. Similar results are achieved for Rational as shown in Table 4: for method, branch and statement coverage there is no difference for the tests produced by participants with and without test summaries. Consequently for both the two classes the p-values provided by the Wilcoxon test are not statistically significant and the effect size is always negligible. We hypothesize that these results can be due to the fact that the original test suite generated by Eosuite, that were used by the participants as starting point to test the target classes, already achieved a very high structural coverage (> 70% in all the cases). Therefore, even if the participants were asked to manage (when needed) the test cases to correct wrong assertions, at the end of the experiment the final coverage was only slightly impacted by these changes.

For the mutation analysis, the mutation scores achieved with the tests produced by the participants seem to be slightly lower when using test summaries (-1% on average) for Array-IntList. However, the Wilcoxon test reveals that this difference is not statistically significant and the Vargha-Delaney $A_{12}$ measure is negligible. For Rational we can notice an improvement in terms of mutation score (+10%) for the tests produced by participants who were provided with test summaries. The Wilcoxon test reveals a marginal statistical significant p-value (0.08) and the Vargha-Delaney $\hat{A}_{12}$ measures an effect size medium and positive for our test summaries, i.e., participants provided test cases able to kill more mutants when using the test summaries. A replication study with more participants would be need to further investigate whether the mutation score can be positively influenced when using tests summaries.
5. DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNT

In the following, we provide additional, qualitative insights to the quantitative study reported in Section 4.

Summaries and comprehension. At the end of each task we asked each participant to evaluate the comprehensibility of the test cases (either with or without summary) using a Likert scale intensity from very-low to very-high (involving all the 30 participants). When posing this question we did not explicitly mention terms like “test summaries” but instead “test comments” to avoid biased answers by the participants. Figure 5 compares the scores given by participants to the provided test cases (i.e., generated by Evosuite) according to whether the tests were enriched (WITH) or not (WITHOUT) with summaries. We can notice that when the test cases were commented with summaries (WITH) 46% of participants labeled the test cases as easy to understand (high and very high comprehensibility) with only 15% of participants who considered the test cases as incomprehensible. Vice versa, when the test cases were not enriched with summaries (WITHOUT) only 15% of participants judged the test cases as easy to understand, while a substantial percentage of participants (40%) labeled the test case as difficult to understand. The Wilcoxon test also reveals that this difference is statistical significant ($p = 0.0050$) with a positive and medium effect size (0.71) according to the Vargha-Delaney $\hat{A}_{12}$ statistic. Therefore, we can argue that Test summaries statistically improve the comprehensibility of automatically generated test case according to human judgments.

Post-test Questionnaire. Table 5 reports the results to questions from the exit survey. The results demonstrate that in most of the cases the participants considered the test summaries (when available) as the most important source of information to perform the tasks after the source code itself, i.e., the code of the target classes to fix. Indeed, when answering Q1 and Q2 the most common opinion is that the source code is the primary source of information (47% in Q1 and 43% of the opinions in Q2), followed by the test summaries (20% in Q1 and 53% in Q2). In contrast, participants deem the actual test cases generated by Evosuite to be less important than (i) the test summaries and (ii) the test cases they created themselves during the experiment. As confirmation of this finding, we received positive feedback from both junior and more experienced participants, such as “the generated test cases with comments are quite useful” and “comments give me [a] better (and more clear)

Figure 5: Perceived test comprehensibility WITH and WITHOUT TestDescriber summaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>TCS</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>MTC</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Adding or changing the tests leads to better tests?</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: Without comments, tests are difficult to read and understand?</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: Adding assertions to tests WITH comments is prohibitively difficult?</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: Without comments, tests are difficult to read and understand?</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Adding assertions to tests WITHOUT comments is prohibitively difficult?</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: I had enough time to finish my task</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: Automatically generated unit tests exercise the easy parts of the program</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Raw data for exit questionnaire (SC=Source Code, TCS=TC Summaries, TC=Test Cases, and MTC=Manually written TC).

Table 6: Raw data of the questionnaire concerning the evaluation of TestDescriber summaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content adequacy</th>
<th>Percentage of Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is not missing any information.</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is missing some information.</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is missing some very important information.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conciseness</th>
<th>Percentage of Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has no unnecessary information.</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has some unnecessary information.</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has a lot of unnecessary information.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressiveness</th>
<th>Percentage of Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is easy to read and understandable.</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is somewhat readable and understandable.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is hard to read and understandable.</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Raw data of the questionnaire concerning the evaluation of TestDescriber summaries.

picture of the goal of a test.”

From Table 5 we can also observe that participants mainly considered the tests generated by Evosuite as a starting point to test the target classes. Indeed, these tests must be updated (e.g., checking the assertions) and enriched with further manually written tests (Q4), since in most of the cases they test the easier part of the program under tests (according to 80% of opinions for Q8). Automatically generated tests are in most of cases (66% of participants) considered difficult to read and understand (Q4), especially if not enriched with summaries describing what they are going to test (Q5 and Q6).

Quality of the summaries. Finally, we ask the participants to evaluate the overall quality of the provided test summaries, similarly as done in traditional work on source code summarization [37, 48]. We evaluate the quality according to three widely known dimensions [37, 48]:

- **Content adequacy:** considering only the content of the comments of JUnit test cases, is the important information about the class under test reflected in the summary?
- **Conciseness:** considering only the content of the comments in the JUnit test cases, is there extraneous or irrelevant information included in the comments?
6. Threats to Validity

The analysis is summarized in Table 6. The results highlight that (i) 87% of the participants consider the TestDescriber comments adequate (they do not miss very important information); (ii) 90% of them perceive the summaries sufficiently concise as they contain no (38%) or only some unnecessary information (52%); (iii) 100% of participants consider the comments easy to read and/or somewhat readable. In summary, the majority of the participants consider the comments generated by TestDescriber very concise and easy to understand.

Feedback. Comments collected from the survey participants mentioned interesting feedback to improve TestDescriber summaries:

- **Redundant information from test to test**: developers of our study were concerned by the fact that for similar test cases TestDescriber generates the same comments and, as solution, they suggested to generate, for each assertion already tested in previous test methods, a new inline comment which specifies that the assertion was already tested in a previous test method.

- **Useless naming of test methods**: for several participants the name of the test does not give any hint about the method under test. They suggest to (i) “...rename the method names to useful names... so that it is possible to see at a glance what is actually being tested by that test case” or (ii) “...describe in the javadoc of a test method which methods of the class are tested.”

Lessons Learnt. As indicated in Section 4.2 test suites having high structural coverage are not necessarily more effective to help developers in detecting and fixing more bugs. Most automatic testing tools consider structural coverage as the main goal to optimize for, with the underlying assumption that higher coverage is strongly related to a test’s effectiveness [3]. However, our results seem to provide a clear evidence that this is not always true as also confirmed by the non-parametric Spearman ρ correlation test: the correlation between the number of bugs fixed and the structural coverage metrics is always lower than 0.30 for `ArrayIntList` and 0.10 for `Rational`. Only the mutation score has a correlation coefficient larger than 0.30 in both the two classes. On the other hand, the results of RQ1 provide clear evidence that the summaries generated by TestDescriber play a significant role even if they do not change the code and the structural coverage of the original test cases generated by Evosuite. Therefore, we can argue that comprehensibility or readability are two further dimensions that should be considered (together with structural coverage) when systematically evaluating automatic test generation tools.

6. Threats to Validity

In this section, we outline possible threats to the validity of our study and show how we mitigated them.

**Construct Validity.** Threats to construct validity concern the way in which we set up our study. Due to the fact that our study was performed in a remote setting in which participants could work on the tasks at their own discretion, we could not oversee their behaviour. The metadata sent to us could be affected by imprecisions as the experiment was conducted offline. However, we share the experimental data with the participants using an online survey platform, which forces the participants (1) to perform tasks in the desired order and (2) to fill in the questionnaires. Therefore, participants only got access to the final questionnaire after they had handed in their tasks, as well as they could not perform the second task without finishing the first one. Furthermore, the online platform allows us to monitor the total time each participant spent on the experiment. We also made sure participants were not aware of the actual aim of the study.

**Internal Validity.** Threats to internal validity concern factors which might affect the causal relationship. To avoid bias in the task assignment, we randomly assigned the tasks to the participants in order to have the same number of data points for all classes/treatments. To ensure that a sufficient number of data points are collected for statistical significance tests, each participant performed two bug fixing tasks—one with test summaries and one without, on different classes— rather than one single task, to produce 60 data points in this study. The two Java classes used as objects for the two tasks have similar difficulty and can easily be tested in 45 minutes, even for intermediate programmers [23, 24]. Another factor that can influence our results is the order of assignments, i.e., first with summaries and then without summaries or vice versa. However, the two-way permutation test reveals that there is no significant interaction between the order of assignments and the two tasks on the final outcome, i.e., the number of bugs fixed (p-value = 0.7189).

**External Threats.** External threats concern the generalizability of our findings. We considered two Java classes already used in two previous controlled experiments investigating the effectiveness of automated test case generation tools compared to manual testing [23, 24]. We also use the same set of bugs injected using a mutation analysis tool, which is common practice to evaluate the effectiveness of testing techniques in literature [23, 24, 25]. We plan to evaluate TestDescriber with a bigger set of classes, investigating its usefulness in the presence of more complex branches. Future work also needs to address which aspects of the generated summaries are useful. Is the coverage summary useful to developers and if so, in what way?

Another threat can be that the majority of our study participants have an academic background. Recent studies have shown that students perform similarly to industrial subjects, so long as they are familiar with the task at hand [31, 38]. All our student participants had at least 3 years of experience with the technologies used in the study, see Section 3.2. Moreover, our population included a substantial part of professional developers and the median programming experience of our participants is 3–6 years. Nevertheless, we plan to replicate this study with more participants in the future in order to increase the confidence in the generalizability of our results.

**Conclusion Threats.** In our study we use TestDescriber to generate test summaries for JUnit test cases generated by Evosuite. It might be possible that using different automatic test generation tools may lead to different results in terms of test case comprehensibility. However, we notice that (i) coverage, (ii) structure and (iii) size of test cases generated with Evosuite are comparable to the output produced by other modern test generation tools, such as Randoop [40], JCrasher [16], etc.

We support our findings by using appropriate statistical
tests, i.e. the non-parametric Wilcoxon test and the two-way permutation test to exclude that other co-factors (such as the programming experience) can affect our conclusion. We also used the Wilk-Shapiro normality test to verify whether the non-parametric test could be applied to our data. Finally, we used the Vargha and Delaney $A_{H}$ statistical test to measure the magnitude of the differences between the different treatments.

7. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the related literature on source code summarization and readability of test cases.

Source Code Summarization. Murphy’s dissertation [39] is the earliest work which proposes an approach to generate summaries by analysing structural information of the source code. More recently, Sridhara et al. [47] suggested to use pre-defined templates of natural language sentences that are filled with linguistic elements (verbs, nouns, etc.) extracted from important method signature [19, 20]. Other studies used the same strategy to summarize Java methods [26, 34, 48], parameters [50], groups of statements [49], Java classes [37], services of Java packages [27] or generating commit messages [15]. Other reported applications are the generation of source code documentation/summary by mining text data from other sources of information, such as bug reports [42], e-mails [42], forum posts [17] and question and answer site (Q&A) discussions [53, 55].

However, Binkley et al. [7] and Jones et al. [46] pointed out that the evaluation of the generated summaries should not be done by just answering the general question “is this a good summary?” but evaluated “through the lens of a particular task”. Steming from these considerations, in this paper we evaluated the impact of automatically generated test summaries in the context of two bug fixing tasks. In contrast, most previous studies on source code summarization have been evaluated by simply surveying human participants about the quality of the provided summaries [7, 26, 34, 37, 47, 48].

Test Comprehension. The problem of improving test understandability is well known in literature [14], especially in the case of test failures [9, 57]. For example, Zhang et al. [57] focused on failing tests and proposed a technique based on static slicing to generate code comments describing the failure and its causes. Buse et al. [9] proposed a technique to generate human-readable documentation for unexpected thrown exceptions [9]. However, both these two approaches require that tests fail [57] or throw unexpected Java exceptions [9]. This never happens for automatically generated test cases, since the automatically generated assertions reflect the current behaviour of the class [24]. Consequently, if the current behaviour is faulty the generated assertions do not fail because they reflect the incorrect behavior.

Kamimura et al. [32] argued that developers might benefit from a consumable and understandable textual summary of a test case. Therefore, they proposed an initial step towards generating such summaries based on static analysis of the code composing the test cases [32]. From an engineering point of view, our work resumes this line of research; however, it is novel for two main reasons. First of all our approach generates summaries combining three different levels of granularity: (i) a summary of the main responsibilities of the class under test (class level); (ii) a fine-grained description of each statement composing the test case as done in the past [32] (test level); (iii) a description of the branch conditions traversed in the executed path of the class under test (coverage level). As such, our approach combines code coverage and summarization to address the problem of describing the effect of test case execution in terms of structural coverage. Finally, we evaluate the impact of the generated tests summaries in a real scenario where developers were asked to test and fix faulty classes.

Understandability is also widely related with the test size and number of assertions [3]. For these reasons previous work on automatic test generation focused on (i) reducing the number of generated tests by applying a post-process minimization [21], and (ii) reducing the number of assertions by using mutation analysis [25], or splitting tests with multiple assertions [56]. To improve the readability of the code composing the generated tests, Daka et al. [18] proposed a mutation-based post-processing technique that uses a domain-specific model for unit test readability based on human judgement. Alshan et al. [1] investigates the use of a linguistic model to generate more readable input strings. Our paper shows that summaries represent an important element for complementing and improving the readability of automatically generated test cases.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Recent research has challenged the assumption that structural coverage is the only goal to optimize [1, 54], suggesting that understandability of test cases is a key factor to optimize in the contest of automated test generation. In this paper we handle the problem of usability of automatic generated test cases making the following main contributions:

- We present TestDescriber a novel approach to generate natural language summaries of JUnit tests. TestDescriber is designed to automatically generate summaries of the portion of code exercised by each individual test case to provide a dynamic view of the CUT.

- To evaluate TestDescriber, we have set up an empirical study involving 30 human participants from both industry and academia. Specifically, we investigated the impact of the generated test summaries on the number of bugs actually fixed by developers when assisted by automated test generation tools.

Results of the study indicate that (RQ1) TestDescriber substantially helps developers to find more bugs (twice as many) reducing testing effort and (RQ2) test case summaries do not influence how developers manage test cases in terms of structural coverage. Additionally, TestDescriber could be used to automatically document tests, improving their readability and understandability. Results of our post-test questionnaire reveal that test summaries significantly improve the comprehensibility of test cases. Future work is directed towards different directions. We plan to further improve TestDescriber summaries by (i) considering the feedback received by the participants of our study, (ii) combining our approach with recent work that improves the readability of the code composing the generated test [18], (iii) complementing the generated summaries including further coverage criteria, such as branch or mutation coverage. Also, we aim to replicate the study involving additional developers.
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